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About This Game

Cossacks: The Art of War – continues the history of the great battles of XVII–XVIII centuries, and introduces five new
campaigns, two nations, some new units and much more.
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This game works very well,has loot and quite a few upgrades. There are a couple of flaws that I consider to be rather minor. All
in all a pretty good VR shooter that is more on the casual side but still pretty fun to play. I think this game is well worth the
asking price and I would hope to see more offerings from this developer.. It's pretty fun XD. Its a fun little indie visual novel
that has an interesting story.
Episode 1 can be awkward at times and predictable.
Episode 2 was more of the same but introducing some fandom.
Now Episode 3........... talk about unexpected. My only complaint with that episode is I with the character would wear something
else than her work uniform THE WHOLE EPISODE!
 I wonder how they are gonna have the Playstation 4 talk german? Will it be the whole Next Episode or have some translation
device the government gives her. Maybe they change her language in system settings lol. Also is she a Wehrmacht's Officer? .
Extremely spooky. I cannot open Indie Pogo without the fear that this thing is gonna kill me. Send the police.. This program is
magical and I love it. I sat and played for hours first try and made an amazing piece of art. You will too. I've played with lots of
different software and this is something different with huge potential. Make sure to download the free user brushes at parent
website. Not much fun without them.. Played 1 song on demo and then got the game :)

I like these types of game, I really liked Audiosheild but that is starting to feel abit to stale after 20+ hours and wanted
something different. This game does it perfectly, the swapping instruments are a great touch so each song feels like a new game.
Considering this is early access, the current content feels extremely well polished and the only thing I can critisize is the
ammount of songs to choose from (in comparison to the fact you can use any song for things like Audiosheild).

But this is early access and one of the best early access released I have played in a while, I have only recently purchased it but
looking at the patch notes new content is added often enough and I am sure either a build your own song addition\/mod or
automatic generator will be added at some point which will truly unlock the potential of this.

Even now looking at it, there is enough content to keep you going, but extras could be added in such as additional skins for the
dancers and\/or instruments (maybe earn currency via doing well on tracks) or even some sort of multipalyer (hotseat score
keeping). Just some ideas though, I am sure some excellent stuff is going to come out of this.

Pro's
Extremely well polished
Great visuals
Very fun
Great music
Cheap!
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Con's
If you played it to death I suppose the same 28ish songs might get boring.

If you are still unsure, just try the demo :) But this is on my must have list for VR.
. After the update today, December 17th 2015, the 442 is actually worth getting. They fixed the major issues that have been
around since it hit the store over a year ago. Why DTG does it take you so long to fix simple bugs that should have never made
it into the final product?. A simple puzzle game, very cool concept. Would be better if we could complete previous levels and
improve on our times.
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Prince of Persia in a steampunk wild west version...or so I wished. It's sad cause it actually has amazing level design but it's
gameplay is unbelievably bad, along with some below mediocre graphics.. Production values are not high, all mechanics feel
flawed and underdeveloped, boss battles are broken, but this game gets♥♥♥♥♥♥DONE.
The main problem of pre COD MW shooters is dreadful pacing and level design, but in this game they are surprisingly good,
even better than in many modern shooters. All it achieved without cutscenes or filler mechanics, which makes it more
impressive. No enemy highlighting, no stormtrooper shooting, fail to slam slo mo button or find cover in less that 1 second - you
dead. Every next room feels suspicios, every ambush is exciting, every medkit is welcomed, its like youre actually playing a
videogame and not sucking a♥♥♥♥♥♥of some bay area designer and not being able to even experience failstate because QA
were a bunch of babies.. How to be totally op in battles where Daidalos is present without any extra cost in 6 steps:
1. purchase this DLC
2. unlock the Janus Cruiser asap
3. unlock the nuke asap
4. build only Janus Cruisers for your main fleet (and a battlestar just for the lulz, 'cause inferior garbage here...)
5. equip only nukes to all ships and see the opponent go down in 21 (19) apocalyptic explosions without ever needing to switch
on your brain for something useless like strategizing...
6. profit!. WAY MY MONEY IN THIS PROGRAM.. The maps look great, the 10 supply drops are at lowest value that the
game has ever seen, HOWEVER

on PC, nobody really bought the map pack. The dlc playlist is always dead, and the only way you can play the maps online is if
one of them comes up in a regular playlist, at which point, if it gets enough votes, half of the lobby will be kicked and the match
will quickly go from 6 v6 to 2v2.

if for some insane reason you own a console copy, and a pc copy of MWR, and you only want to buy dlc for one or the other,
get it for the console copy. It will be much more playable, and you will have a better chance getting your moneys worth out of it.
Otherwise, on PC, you will really only be able to enjoy private bot matches with your $15 dlc. The game itself is great. Too bad
it crahses every time I play it, which forces me to restart my computer.. dev seems to be gone. It was broken on release, but it
has been fixed by the developer (talking about admisitrative privileges). But beyond that, my biggest problem here is the
controls. This game was designed for a mobile platform in terrms of the type controls that it's going for, you don't get the
precision that you'd want (at least I'd want) regarding the mouse. Sadly, that leads to a bunch of problems, and while variety
eventually develops, the gameplay doesn't excite me as much as I would hope.

+:
-It now runs
-Different premise, interesting to say the least.
-There's variety down the line.

-:
-Controls are too imprecise for my liking, and leads to some problems in terms of the technical precision needed to do some
puzzles. Repeating the same parts over again can get irritating.
-Music will wear on you, and also got a DMCA on one part one when attempting to make a video (just fyi for YTers out there).
-Gameplay lacks oompf.
-Early on, combination of imprecise controls and gameplay leads to problems.

Footage of Gameplay:: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=uskOzz-XBC4
Footage of attempted Play here for first video: http:\/\/youtu.be\/ivgbev2r34E. I love this game and it pisses me off when I
constantly get an error when trying to launch the game 'GE Client has stopped working' and there is no fix to this issue to be
found on the internet. I have played this game since vanilla and haven't been able to play it since win xp. Can someone tell me
how to fix this issue otherwise this game will forever get my thumbs down.
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